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Year 1 – Progression in Mental Calculation Skills / Strategies for Multiplication 

 

Children understand that: 

 Multiplication is repeated addition; 

 Multiplication  is the inverse of division; 

 Multiplication is commutative i.e. that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15 

Multiplication is inverse of Division 
 

             is 
repeated 

 

  
            is 

                       repeated 
 

Addition is inverse of     Subtraction 
 

 

Practical equipment, models and images to support children with mental multiplication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 

2p 2p 2p 

2p 2p 

2p 2p 2p 

                                Number grid ITP 

Multiplication facts ITP 

Vocabulary 

count, equal steps, pattern, ones, twos, fives, tens, zero, every other, odd, even, 

double 
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Essential core learning 

Mental calculation skills: Examples: Requisite prior knowledge: 

Count on from zero in 
ones, twos, fives or tens 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Count on in ones from 0 to 

13. 

If you count in twos from 

0, what will be the first six 

numbers? 

I'm putting 10p coins into 

this piggy bank. Count in 

tens to check how much 

money is going in. 

Count the number of eyes 

in this class. 

 Know the number 
names up to 100 in 
order, in symbols 
(using numerals) and 
words (spoken) 
 

 Recognise number 
patterns, in numeric 
symbols and spoken 
words 
 

 Cross tens boundaries 
when counting in ones 
and twos by 
understanding the 
base 10 number 
system 
 

Enhanced strategies 

There are no enhanced strategies for Year 1 
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Year 2 – Progression in Mental Calculation Skills / Strategies for Multiplication 

 

Children understand that: 

 Multiplication is repeated addition; 

 Multiplication  is the inverse of division; 

 Multiplication is commutative i.e. that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15 

Multiplication is inverse of Division 
 

             is 
repeated 

 

  
            is 

                       repeated 
 

Addition is inverse of     Subtraction 
 

 

Practical equipment, models and images to support children with mental multiplication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 

2p 2p 2p 

2p 2p 

2p 2p 2p 

                                Number grid ITP 

Multiplication facts ITP 

Vocabulary 

count, equal steps, pattern, ones, twos, fives, tens, zero, every other, odd, even, 

double, lots of, groups of, times, multiply, multiplied by, multiple of, once, twice, 

three times...as (big, long, wide etc.), repeated addition, array, row, column 
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Essential core learning 

Mental calculation skills: Examples: Requisite prior knowledge: 

Double any multiple of 5 
up to 50 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Double 15  

30 + 30 = 

Explain how you could 

work out double 45. 

Twice 25 is... 

40 multiplied by 2 equals... 

 

 

 Double single digit 
numbers 

 

 Double multiples of 10 
 

 Partition two-digit 
numbers into T and U 
and recombine T and 
U (by adding 
components) 

 

 Understand that 
doubling is adding the 
same number to itself 

 

 Understand that 
doubling is multiplying 
by 2 

Find the total number of 
objects when they are 
organised in groups of 
2, 5 or 10 
 

 

 

 

 

What is the total of six 

groups of 5? 

How many fingers do 

these 4 children have? 

How did you work it out? 

What is the total of this 

tally? 

IIII  IIII  IIII  IIII  IIII  IIII  IIII 

How else could you write 

10 + 10 + 10 + 10 ? 

 

 Count on from zero in 
twos, fives and tens 

 

 Relate 'groups of' to 
repeated addition 

 

 Understand that the 
last number said in the 
count is the total of the 
group  

Enhanced strategies 

There are no enhanced strategies for Year 2 
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Year 3 – Progression in Mental Calculation Skills / Strategies for Multiplication 

 

Children understand that: 

 Multiplication is repeated addition; 

 Multiplication  is the inverse of division; 

 Multiplication is commutative i.e. that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15 

Multiplication is inverse of Division 
 

             is 
repeated 

 

  
            is 

                       repeated 
 

Addition is inverse of     Subtraction 
 

Practical equipment, models and images to support children with mental multiplication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 

2p 2p 2p 

2p 2p 

2p 2p 2p 

                                Number grid ITP 

Multiplication facts ITP 

     Moving digits ITP 

Vocabulary 

count, equal steps, pattern, ones, twos, fives, tens, zero, every other, odd, even, 

double, lots of, groups of, times, multiply, multiplied by, multiple of, once, twice, 

three times...as (big, long, wide etc.), repeated addition, array, row, column, product 

10p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p  £1 
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Essential core learning 

Mental calculation skills: Examples: Requisite prior knowledge: 

Double any multiple of 5 
up to 100 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Double 55  

30 + 30 = 

Explain how you could 

work out double 65. 

Twice 70 is... 

40 multiplied by 2 equals... 

 

 Double single digit 
numbers 

 

 Double multiples of 10 
 

 Partition two-digit 
numbers into T and U 
and recombine T and 
U (by adding 
components) 

 

 Understand that 
doubling is adding the 
same number to itself 

 

 Understand that 
doubling is multiplying 
by 2 

Multiply one-digit and 
two-digit numbers by 10 
or 100 
 

 

 

 

13 x10 =  

7 x 100 =  

Balloons are sold in packs 

of 10. How many balloons 

are in 24 packs? 

 

 Understand base 10 
number system i.e. 
10 ones / units = 1 ten 
and vice versa and  
10 tens = 1 hundred 
and vice versa 
 

 Understand that zero 
can be used as a place 
holder 

 

Enhanced strategies 

There are no enhanced strategies for Year 3 
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Year 4 – Progression in Mental Calculation Skills / Strategies for Multiplication 

 

Children understand that: 

 Multiplication is repeated addition; 

 Multiplication  is the inverse of division; 

 Multiplication is commutative i.e. that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15 

Multiplication is inverse of Division 
 

             is 
repeated 

 

  
            is 

                       repeated 
 

Addition is inverse of     Subtraction 
 

Practical equipment, models and images to support children with mental multiplication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 

2p 2p 2p 

2p 2p 

2p 2p 2p 

                                Number grid ITP 

Multiplication facts ITP 

     Moving digits ITP 
10p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p  £1 

Multiplication array ITP 
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Essential core learning 

Mental calculation skills: Examples: Requisite prior knowledge: 

Double any multiple of 
10 or 100 

Double 80 

 

 

 Double single digit 
numbers 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate 4 x 2 to 40 x 2 

Double any two-digit 
number 

Double 78 

Double ?? and double ? is 

the same as doubling 36 

 

 As above 
 

 Partition two-digit 
numbers into T and U 
and recombine (by 
adding components) 

Multiply numbers to 
1000 by 10 and then 100 
 

268 x 10 
 
407 x 100 
 
 
 

 Understand base 10 
number system i.e. 
10 ones / units = 1 ten 
and vice versa and  
10 tens = 1 hundred 
and vice versa 
 

 Understand that zero 
can be used as a place 
holder 

Multiply a multiple of 10 
up to 100 by a single-
digit number 
 

30 x 6 
 
How would you work out 
60 x 8? 
 
 
 
 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate 3 x 4 to 3 x 40 

Multiply numbers to 20 
by a single-digit 
 

14 x 8 
 
16 x 3 = (10 x 3) + (? x 3) 
 
 
 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
 

 Partition two-digit 
numbers into T and U 
and recombine (by 
adding components) 

Vocabulary 

count, equal steps, pattern, ones, twos, fives, tens, zero, every other, odd, even, 

double, lots of, groups of, times, multiply, multiplied by, multiple of, once, twice, 

three times...as (big, long, wide etc.), repeated addition, array, row, column, product, 

inverse 
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Enhanced strategies 

Give the factor pair 

associated with a 

multiplication fact 

The factor pairs of 24 are 

24 and 1, 12 and 2,  

? and 3, ? and ? 

If 14 x 3 = 42, give a factor 

pair for 42. 

 

 Understand that some 
numbers can be 
represented as an 
array 
 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
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Year 5 – Progression in Mental Calculation Skills / Strategies for Multiplication 

 

Children understand that: 

 Multiplication is repeated addition; 

 Multiplication  is the inverse of division; 

 Multiplication is commutative i.e. that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15 

Multiplication is inverse of Division 
 

             is 
repeated 

 

  
            is 

                       repeated 
 

Addition is inverse of     Subtraction 
 

Practical equipment, models and images to support children with mental multiplication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 

2p 2p 2p 

2p 2p 

2p 2p 2p 

                                Number grid ITP 

Multiplication facts ITP 

     Moving digits ITP 
10p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p  £1 

Multiplication array ITP 
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Essential core learning 

Mental calculation skills: Examples: Requisite prior knowledge: 

Double three-digit 
multiples of 10 to 500 

Double 460 

 

 

 Double single digit 
numbers 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate 4 x 2 to 40 x 2 to 
400 x 2 
 

 Partition three-digit 
numbers into H, T and 
U and recombine (by 
adding components) 

Multiply whole numbers 
and decimals by 10, 100 
or 1000 

 

1.7 x 100 

 

 

 Understand base 10 
number system i.e. 
10 ones / units = 1 ten 
and vice versa and  
10 tens = 1 hundred 
and vice versa and  
10 tenths = 1 unit / one 
and vice versa 
 

 Understand that zero 
can be used as a place 
holder 

Multiply pairs of 
multiples of 10 

 

20 x 30 
 
 
 
 
 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate 3 x 4 = 12 
to 3 x 40 = 120  
to 30 x 40 = 1200 

Multiply two-digit 
numbers by 5 or 20 
 

17 x 5 
38 x 5 
74 x 20 
 
 

 Multiply two-digit 
numbers by 10 
 

 Double two-digit and 

Vocabulary 

count, equal steps, pattern, ones, twos, fives, tens, zero, every other, odd, even, 

double, lots of, groups of, times, multiply, multiplied by, multiple of, once, twice, 

three times...as (big, long, wide etc.), repeated addition, array, row, column, product, 

inverse, factor, square number 
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three-digit numbers 
 

 Halve two-digit and 
three digit numbers 
 

 Understand that 
(x10x2) is the same as 
x20 and that (x10÷2) is 
the same as x5 

Enhanced strategies 

Multiply numbers by 4 or 

8 

 

 

16 x 4  Double two-digit and 
three-digit numbers 
 

 Understand the 
relationship between 
x2, x4 and x8 

Multiply by 25 or 50 
 
 
 
 

14 x 25  Multiply two-digit and 
three-digit numbers by 
100 
 

 Halve numbers 
 

 Understand why 
halving and halving 
again is the same as 
finding a quarter 

Find factor pairs for 
numbers to 100 
 
 
 

Factors of 42  Understand that some 
numbers can be 
represented as an 
array 
 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
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Year 6 – Progression in Mental Calculation Skills / Strategies for Multiplication 

 

Children understand that: 

 Multiplication is repeated addition; 

 Multiplication  is the inverse of division; 

 Multiplication is commutative i.e. that 3 x 5 = 15 and 5 x 3 = 15 

Multiplication is inverse of Division 
 

             is 
repeated 

 

  
            is 

                       repeated 
 

Addition is inverse of     Subtraction 
 

Practical equipment, models and images to support children with mental multiplication 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 

2p 2p 2p 

2p 2p 

2p 2p 2p 

                                Number grid ITP 

Multiplication facts ITP 

     Moving digits ITP 
10p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 1p 

10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p 10p  £1 

Multiplication array ITP 
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Essential core learning 

Mental calculation skills: Examples: Requisite prior knowledge: 

Multiply pairs of two-
digit and single-digit 
numbers 

 

28 x 3 

 

 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
 

 Partition two-digit 
numbers into T and U 
and recombine (by 
adding components) 

 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate 3 x 4 = 12 
to 3 x 40 = 120  

Double decimals with 
units and tenths 

Double 7.6 

 

 

 Double single digit 
numbers 
 

 Partition decimal 
numbers into U and 
tenths and recombine 
(by adding 
components) 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate double 4 to 
double 0.4 

Multiply pairs of 
multiples of 10 and 100 
 
 
 
 

50 x 30 
600 x 20 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 
number system to 
relate 3 x 4 = 12 to  
3 x 40 = 120 to 
30 x 40 = 1200 

Multiply two-digit 
decimals 
 

0.8 x 7 
5.6 x 9 
 
 
 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x10 
 

 Understand and use 
knowledge of base 10 

Vocabulary 

count, equal steps, pattern, ones, twos, fives, tens, zero, every other, odd, even, 

double, lots of, groups of, times, multiply, multiplied by, multiple of, once, twice, 

three times...as (big, long, wide etc.), repeated addition, array, row, column, product, 

inverse, factor, square number, prime, prime factor 
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number system to 
relate 8 x 7 = 56 to  
0.8 x 7 = 5.6 

Enhanced strategies 

Scale up or down using 

known facts 

 

Given that three oranges 

cost 24p, find the cost of 

four oranges 

 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10, 
including related 
division facts 

Identify numbers with an 
odd number of factors 
and no factor pairs other 
than 1 and themselves 
 

What are the factors of 
25?  
 
Is it always true, 
sometimes true or never 
true that square numbers 
have an odd number of 
factors? 
 
How many different sized 
rectangular arrays can you 
make using 12 counters? 
17 counters? 13 counters? 
16 counters?   

 Understand that some 
numbers can be 
represented as an 
array 
 

 Understand that some 
numbers can be 
represented as a 
square array which is 
why they are called 
square numbers 

 

 Know multiplication 
facts to 10 x 10 


